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Accounts

The Faculty of Science at the University of Manitoba has the 
following social media accounts: 

Facebook: facebook.com/umanitobasci 

Twitter: @umanitobasci 

Instagram: @umanitobasci

LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/groups/6927118



Growth in the Past 
Academic Year

Since September 2016 our posts have been reaching more 
people. This is directly related to the number of posts we are 
making being increased and diversifying our posts into more 

than links, but also things like photos and videos.



Growth in the Past Academic 
Year

The number of follows that we have gained in the past 
academic year has been modest. Using the information from 
the previous slide, we can assume that post quantity, quality, 
and reach doesn’t affect follower growth to the extent that we 
would like it to. We should continually encourage people to 
follow us on social media throughout different events and 

communications.



When Should You Post?

The majority of our followers are most active between 9 am 
and 9 pm. This means that there might be some benefit to 
scheduling social media posts later into the evening past 

normal office hours.



Scheduling on Facebook
Facebook allows you to automatically schedule posts when 

you are composing them.

Once you do that you can 
easily pick the time and day 

you want your draft to be 
posted. If you need to make 
any changes to your post, 

you can edit it until the 
scheduled time.



Scheduling on Twitter
You can use Twitter tools like Hootsuite or Buffer to schedule 

Tweets so that you are not only Tweeting when you are at your 
phone or computer.



Aim for Engagement
Rather than “information-dumping” 

People would much rather be given an opportunity to 
communicate/interact than just be fed information or facts. 

Asking leading questions like “What do you think?” or asking 
them to “Share your favourite…” are great ways to initiate 

interactions with our social media followers. 

Scheduling a poll might be a great way to engage students: 

“What are you looking most forward to coming back to the U of 
M in September?”



Aim for Engagement
When you are trying to get people to do something, often a 

call to action is the easiest way to do so! 

Phrases like: 
Check out, Click this, Click Below, Follow the Link, Look at, In 

Case You Missed It, Don’t Miss It, etc. 

And Questions like: 
What Do You Think About, Have you Seen, etc. 

Do wonders to engaging audience members on social media.



Use Hashtags
Hashtags are keywords that also act as hyperlinks on most 
social networks including Twitter, Instagram and Facebook.  

They take the form of a pound/number sign preceding a single 
string of letters and numbers without any punctuation.  

The University of Manitoba’s main hashtag is #umanitoba.  

To fit the theme of this hashtag and others on campus, the 
Faculty of Science’s hashtag is #umanitobasci.  

Depending on the post you are making, you can also use 
hashtags related to your interests or field of science (like 

#scicomm for science communication, #microbiology, 
#chemistry).



Try to Clean Up Your Posts

The page this post is linking too has great content, but the 
post itself is sparse on content. There is no context for what 

this is, and the blue link in the text box is irrelevant since most 
people would click the photos anyway to follow the link.



Try to Clean Up Your Posts
Instead, try to add a bit of context to your posts to explain to 
the audience/reader why they are seeing it. It doesn’t have to 

be long and an be easily informative or personal or both. 

Anything between “We love to see solidarity between 
Indigenous groups and science organizations. The true way 
forward is through two-eyed seeing, using the best of both 

Indigenous knowledge and Western science.”, “Our 
Indigenous students in the Faculty of Science are amazing”, to 

a simple thought from the Dean of Science herself: “Every 
single student of science has value”.  

As for that blue link…



Try to Clean Up Your Posts
On Facebook, once you add a link to the text box of a post 

being written, you can remove the link itself once the preview 
box has shown.

The link remains, but the post looks a lot cleaner without a long 
and ugly URL at the end of it.



Try to Clean Up Your Posts
On Twitter, third party tools like Bitly, Hootsuite, and Buffer will 
automatically shorten URLs in Tweets to make it look cleaner 

and to count less characters against the 140 limit. Link preview 
generation boxes also form there too link on Facebook.



Tag You Friends!
A great way to increase the reach of your posts is to tag other 

accounts in your posts! Tag a Facebook Page or Twitter 
Account every time you’d use their proper noun instead! On 
Twitter is includes people too! Just their Twitter handle is fine, 
no need to waste precious characters typing out their name 

and Twitter account.



Tag You Friends!
Tagging is easy. You just need to know the Facebook Page 
URL or Twitter account handle of the person you’re trying to 

tag! 
On Facebook type @ and start typing the name of page you 

want to tag. It should show up from a drop-down menu like so:



Tag You Friends!
On Twitter, find out their handle and just include in your post, 
again using @. Again, a drop-down menu will form in case 

you’re not entirely sure what handle the account you’r trying to 
tag has.



Tag You Friends!

Every time you tag another account you increase the 
reach of your posts. It will show up for people who follow 

those accounts on Facebook and it increases the 
likelihood that the page administrator will share or 

retweet your post, sharing it with all of their followers too. 
At the very least, you’ll likely get a “Like” or some other 

reaction or interaction, which is always good for the 
health of your social media account.



Other Posting Guidelines
Try your best to make all of your posts in proper English.

This is especially crucial on Facebook where you are not 
limited in the content of your posts. 

On Twitter, due to the 140 character limit, this rule can be 
broken whenever necessary. Abbreviations can be made to 
decrease the character count of your posts, but make sure 

you use them sparingly and only use ones that are universally 
known (Abbrv can be used to decrease ur chars, but make 

sure they are well known!)  
 

ICYMI: often acronyms are a great way too, but again, make 
sure you know which ones you are using and that other 

people know those ones too. Don’t just go making up some.



Other Posting Guidelines
There are some common ‘texting’ habits that you should 

avoid when posting on social media: 

Try to avoid using ellipses ‘…’ unless you are using them 
to arouse either fear (but only as a joke) or anticipation. 

Making a status that begins with: “Dear Students…” 
makes it seem like either something terrible has 

happened. 
 

Using ellipses is okay as a cliffhanger though: 

“The last exam has been written and we are excited to 
head into grad season! This year’s valedictorian is…  

 
Mark Zuckerberg!”



Further Tips
Here are some further resources taken from the internet:
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Further Tips
Here are some further resources taken from the internet:

Post%at%least%once%a%day%*%
More%is%be2er%and%vary%4mes%slightly.%

Keep%it%short%and%sweet%
Below%125%characters%allows%manual%RTs.%

Don’t%be%a%downer%*%
(+)%tweets%shared%34%%more,%(L)%13%%less.%

Space%out%your%tweets%
No%more%than%1/hr%(excluding%@replies).%

Place%links%early%(1/4%mark)%*%
Highest%probability%of%CTR.%Very%end%OK%also.%

Tweet%on%the%weekend%
Less%busy%means%greater%CTR%but%less%RTs.%

Best%CTR:%8L9am,%2pm,%5pm,%3pm%*%
(test%yourself)%Bad:%1amL7am,%10amL1pm,%6L7pm.%

Best%RTs:%noonL4pm%*%
(test%yourself)%Bad:%Before%10am,%a_er%7pm.%

Post%every%other%day%*%
Best%frequency%to%get%and%keep%likes.%

A%picture%is%worth%1000%words%
Tip:%Limit%depressing%ones.%

Use%analy4cs%with%your%links%
Insight,%good.%Dashboard%obsession,%bad.%

Do%unto%others…%
Others%like%men4ons%&%RTs%as%much%as%you.%

Don’t%treat%it%like%Facebook%
Vary%content%&%don’t%autoLpost%between.%

Check%feeds%at%least%2x%per%day%
If%only%2x,%then%mid%morning%&%late%a_ernoon.%

Scheduling%posts%in%advance%OK%
Tip:%vary%4ming%slightly%and%avoid%:00%and%:30.%

It’s%not%all%about%you%
Show%interest%in%needs%of%others%not%just%yours.%

Know%your%target%audience(s)%
Tip:%Get%specific.%Create%personas.%%

Think%headline,%not%ar4cle%
Get%a2en4on.%Then%add%?,%ac4on,%or%link.%%

Monthly:%key%messages%
Define%key%messages%for%campaigns%&%events.%

Use%an%editorial%calendar%
Download%a%free%one%at%TopNonprofits.com/edcal.%

Monthly:%content%strategy%
ID%what’s%coming%up.%Schedule%campaigns.%

You’re%busy.%So%are%they.%
Don’t%waste%your%4me%or%theirs.%

How%will%you%measure%success?%
Tip:%Set%measurable%goals.%Track%progress.%

How%much%4me%do%you%have?%
Be%realis4c.%Block%out%4me.%S4ck%to%it.%

Be%responsive%
Respond%within%24%hrs.%Aim%for%less..%%

Limit%the%pleas%for%help%
Ideally%keep%this%below%the%10%%mark.%

Tell%good%stories%
Less%sta4s4cs.%More%stakeholder%stories.%

Weekly:%batch%content%crea4on%
Maximize%4me.%Minimize%mental%gear%shi_s.%

PLAN 

UNDERSTAND BEST PRACTICES 

BEST PRACTICES 

YOUR CONTENT 

YOUR AUDIENCE 

topnonprofits.com%% craig@topnonprofits.com%
TOP%NONPROFITS%BY%CRAIG%VAN%KORLAAR%

*%Based%on%research%by%Dan%Zarrella%h2p://danzarrella.com%%
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If%you%share%this%resource%please%provide%a%link%
to%h2p://topnonprofits.com/pos4ngLguide%




